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Accreditation
Syllabus accredit by the UK Awarding Organisation NOCN
The AXON courses and curriculum have been formally approved by the UK Awarding Organisation NOCN. The AXON English
courses are accurately aligned to the English language levels of the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages
(CEFR).
Our guarantee
AXON guarantees the efficiency of its educational system

www.axon-global.co.uk

A globally innovative blended
learning system for adults
Learning a foreign language is by no means limited to young learners. Nowadays any professional
should possess the knowledge of at least the English language in order to have a successful career.
Just for Adult learners
With teaching material and methodology in English specifically designed for the needs of adult
learners, AXON offers General, Business and Communication English courses.
One global standard
All AXON courses are aligned to the official Common European Framework of Reference for Languages
(CEFR), which is the most widely used and recognized language proficiency scale in the world.
True Beginner Level
A globally innovative online interactive programme especially designed for adults with
zero knowledge of the English language and who do not even possess knowledge of
the Latin alphabet. The bilingual educational material and online environment adapted
to the student’s native language, ensures an easy start and effective learning.
Crash courses
Quick catching up and fast tuition with visible results after just one month of lessons

“What I hear,
I forget.
What I see,
I remember.
What I do,
I understand."

English for specific Purposes
Specially designed programs, tailor made to satisfy the needs of Professionals:
Banking, General Business, Tourism studies, Maritime studies, etc.
Flexible adult courses
Custom made courses for working people with no fixed timetable
Small groups of 2-9 Students
Groups start all year round and they consist of students of same level and age, focusing on personalized teaching.
Expert teaching personnel
All AXON teachers are university degree holders with experience in teaching adults. They are trained by
the AXON Teacher training centre, through webinars and teleconference and are guided into using the
most up to date pedagogical methods.
Interactive version of the AXON teaching material
An electronic version of teaching material that allows the AXON student to be actively involved in the
teaching process in the classroom.
Multimedia Programme Online
On line teaching material that allows self studying and blended learning that maximizes the effectiveness of the AXON teaching method.
Online Testing
On-line Mid term and Final Tests with the AXON test card, on our platform,
that allow accurate assessment of the student’s progress at various stages of
the teaching process.
Online student card for every teaching hour which includes presences,
absences, progress, consolidation, material taught and comments
Extra tests and Mock tests for exam levels
Monthly Progress Report

Confucius

